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Determine the type of OLAP cube you want from a few simple clicks. CUBE-it Zero is a simple and intuitive query
builder. You can build cubes from most familiar data source types, including SQL Server, Oracle, MySQL and Access,
in addition to associative and multidimensional databases. CUBE-it Zero has three modes of operation, depending on
the type of results set you want to retrieve. You can either use its intuitive visual query builder to build a single query or
run multiple queries. There is no need to load and run SQL queries. CUBE-it Zero directly builds and executes all
relational query logic, including the CBO, with one mouse-click. CUBE-it Zero builds cubes for SQL databases,
association/multidimensional databases and aggregating databases. CUBE-it Zero facilitates the creation of OLAP
cubes from non-relational databases, e.g. CUBE-it Zero has a tutorial that describes how to build an OLAP cube with
the component parts of the query logic engine and is detailed enough to help you understand how they work. It also
contains videos for each of the steps that will help you understand how each component works and how to build cubes.
CUBE-it Zero is a powerful query tool for anyone to create OLAP cubes from almost any relational database; SQL
Server, Oracle, MySQL, Access, PostgreSQL, Informix, Sybase, DB2 and Teradata. We also make sure that our
comprehensive CUBE-it Series of products from BI-Lite.com work with any CUBE-it supported database CUBE-it
Zero Series Description: The CUBE-it Series is our complete product line for creating OLAP cubes with any database.
Here is a link to all of our CUBE-it products: If you want to get any more information just e-mail sales@bi-lite.com.
Visit us on the web at for more information on the CUBE-it series and CUBE-it Zero. Tutorial from BI-Lite: Cubes
from SQL Server databases: Cubes from Access databases
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CUBE-it Zero Foundation is our FREE OLAP cube builder that will define OLAP cubes that can be run locally for
personal use. It has an intuitive visual query builder that allows you to define and filter the data that you want included
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BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero is a Windows native application that can compile, deploy, and run Local OLAP cubes for
personal use. Our CUBE-it Zero Excel 2010 development tools creates a personal query for Cubes that have a built-in
SQL query. This causes the application to execute the query using “Access Query Designer” so you can edit the
resulting SQL query as needed. The Excel 2010 tools enables data extracts from the database to be compiled into a
query as a data extract that can be run within a local OLAP cube. The query system that we offer with the BI-Lite
CUBE-it Zero OLAP development tools creates local OLAP cubes that can be run and used by the person that created
the query. Once the user is finished editing the data query, the CUBE-it Zero tool creates and deploys the required SQL
query to the database that is included in the local OLAP cube. Since most BI tools have to limit the number of cubes
that can be created, we want to make this process as easy as possible so you can build a lot of cubes without worrying
about limits. There is no limit to the number of cubes that can be created, so BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero Zero offers the
ideal tool for those looking to build a personal professional cube to run locally. You may be thinking, “There is no way
that I can build something like that from scratch. It would take a long time, and it would be difficult to manage.” With
our OLAP tools, you can create a local OLAP cube. In addition, the tools have an Excel 2010 add-in that will make it
easy to export your cubes for client use. Business intelligence professionals have been complaining about the inability to
create and use personal BI cubes and this has been partially solved. With our product, the process is extremely easy. It
may be easier than you think. A common problem when creating a local OLAP cube is that queries are often defined as
“Non-Shared” queries or “Access worksheets”. These are not shared, so these queries can be very difficult to use. Since
we have unlimited cubes, we can create a query for you that will solve that problem. With CUBE-it Zero Zero, CUBE-
it Zero Zero, and some deep work, you can build very complicated queries. Some basic examples of queries

What's New in the BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero Foundation?

BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero Foundation is our FREE OLAP cube builder that will define OLAP cubes that can be run locally
for personal use. It has an intuitive visual query builder that allows you to define and filter the data that you want
included in your cubes. Give BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero Foundation a try to fully assess its capabilities! This is a quick
documentation for CUBE-it VI4 Upgrade Notice for CUBE-it Zero Fundations. BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero Foundation
Description: BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero Foundation is our FREE OLAP cube builder that will define OLAP cubes that can
be run locally for personal use. It has an intuitive visual query builder that allows you to define and filter the data that
you want included in your cubes. Give BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero Foundation a try to fully assess its capabilities! This is a
quick documentation for CUBE-it VI4 Upgrade Notice for CUBE-it Zero Fundations. BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero
Foundation Description: BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero Foundation is our FREE OLAP cube builder that will define OLAP
cubes that can be run locally for personal use. It has an intuitive visual query builder that allows you to define and filter
the data that you want included in your cubes. Give BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero Foundation a try to fully assess its
capabilities! This is a quick documentation for CUBE-it VI4 Upgrade Notice for CUBE-it Zero Fundations. BI-Lite
CUBE-it Zero Foundation Description: BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero Foundation is our FREE OLAP cube builder that will
define OLAP cubes that can be run locally for personal use. It has an intuitive visual query builder that allows you to
define and filter the data that you want included in your cubes. Give BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero Foundation a try to fully
assess its capabilities! This is a quick documentation for CUBE-it VI4 Upgrade Notice for CUBE-it Zero Fundations.
BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero Foundation Description: BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero Foundation is our FREE OLAP cube builder that
will define OLAP cubes that can be run locally for personal use. It has an
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System Requirements For BI-Lite CUBE-it Zero Foundation:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit), Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD Phenom II x2 or AMD
Ryzen 5 or AMD Ryzen 7 Memory: 6 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD 6870 or
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 or AMD Radeon HD 7870 Storage: 1 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX 11
compatible sound card Additional Notes: Steam will download and install the game automatically when you launch it
for the first time
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